
Test Cases Library format of simulated PMU data 

Test Cases Library format is primarily intended for synthetic PMU data generated as a result of time-

domain simulation in power systems by using TSAT software and to be used for the methods locating 

the source of oscillation. The format is exactly the same as is used in TSAT’s tool (DSATools Output 

Analysis) for exporting results of time-domain simulation into plain ASCII .txt file.  

The specifics of the Test Cases Library format is that a data set consists of several linked together 

quantities necessary for an oscillation source locating method. For example, a data set can consist of 

four files respectively for Current magnitude, Current angle, Bus voltage magnitude and Bus voltage 

angle. Each file has the same data structure and includes measurements at multiple transmission 

elements in the network. Each transmission element has all four measurements taken at the same 

location. Different quantities at the same location can be easily recognized and linked together by the 

same SignalID in a file header, which is the first row in each file.  Space serves as a separator between 

SignalIDs. The second and following rows contain numerical values of measurements separated by a 

space. The first column in a file is a time stamp given in seconds and starting from zero. 

SignalID generated by TSAT is a string in single quotes. The content of SignalID depends on the type of 

measurements and has the following structure for voltages and currents: 

 For voltage:  ‘<Bus number>|<Bus name><Bus nominal voltage> ‘ 

 For current: ‘<Bus number from>|<Bus name from><Bus from nominal voltage>|<Bus number 

to>|<Bus name to><Bus to nominal voltage>|<CircuitID>’ 

Below are examples of Bus voltage magnitude and Line current angle files opened in Notepad editor 

 

 

File names can be arbitrary, however the recommended names are LinCurMag.txt, LinCurAng.txt, 

BusVolMag.txt, BusVolAng.txt, which are consistent with the provided Matlab code (download link: 

http://web.eecs.utk.edu/~kaisun/Oscillation/download/TestCasesLibrary_LoadData2Matlab.zip) reading 

these files in the Test Cases Library format into Matlab work space. 

Other quantities such as generator rotor angle or speed can be also saved on this format. 


